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Records management (RM) has many pain points-the volume and diversity of

information, complex regulations and concerns about risk, to name a few.

Management of e-mail is one place that all those pain points converge into a

particularly challenging scenario. Even the legal department at Microsoft is not

immune. "My first day on the job I had 300 e-mails," says Anne Kelley, associate

general counsel in Microsoft's Legal and Corporate Affairs (LCA) group. "We are

an e-mail culture, and in our department, many of those e-mail messages are

records."

LCA is also highly sensitive about issues such as confidentiality, attorney/client

privilege and document security. "We wanted to use SharePoint for managing our

e-mails because it is a collaborative environment and can also provide the level

of security we were seeking. However, the lawyers in our department were most

comfortable working in their familiar Outlook environment," Kelley explains.

Works hand in hand

One of Kelley's colleagues recommended Contributor Pro, a software product from Colligo that allows e-mails to be put into

SharePoint by dragging and dropping them into a set of Outlook folders that are for records management. "This was a great

breakthrough moment for us," she says. "The product was a real change agent and has had a tremendous impact."

Each SharePoint site used by LCA has a content type or classification scheme that accommodates the e-mails (and any

associated attachments) delivered from Colligo. Behind the scenes is a records center in SharePoint. "That is where the policies

are programmed and where the long-term retention takes place," Kelley says. "So we have a business process at the front end and

compliance at the back end, with collaboration in between."

The taxonomy on which the classification scheme is based also supports security measures. "A team of three people maintains the

taxonomy," says Nishan deSilva, director of information management and compliance at Microsoft, "and the taxonomy maps to

security so that documents are appropriately protected if they are confidential, or if access should be limited to a subset of

individuals. Taxonomy, security and retention work hand in hand."

Adoption of Colligo has been voluntary, but the response has been very enthusiastic so the target goals have been exceeded. "We

were hoping for 100 associates to begin using Colligo in the first wave of participation, and we have reached 300 already," deSilva

says. "We have a legal summit coming up, and hope for about 75 percent participation, at which point we have a critical mass."

The integrated approach is working for both the users and for the IT department.

Colligo's most compelling feature is that it operates from within the user's normal working environment, yet brings control to content

that is often unmanaged. "Many organizations don't have a good e-mail records management system in place," says Bill England,

director of strategic alliances at Colligo. "Some save everything, some put them in public folders, and some have a routine deletion

policy that does not take records management into account at all." Using SharePoint Records Manager as the repository allows

organizations to apply retention schedules while Colligo provides access from the Outlook interface.

Inconsistent approaches

A study conducted in 2010 by AIIM confirms that management of e-mails shows considerable inconsistency. About one-fourth of

the responding organizations reported that they maintain everything, nearly one-third have either no policies or non-enforced

policies, and another fourth have deletion policies that do not discriminate among e-mails. In 26 percent of organizations surveyed,

records maintained beyond their retention period affected a court case, and the effect was usually adverse. More broadly across

records in general (although respondents showed an increasing awareness of risk and the importance of records management), 37

percent were not confident that their records were protected from deletion or inappropriate access.

Human judgment or automation?

Many records management programs rely on judgment by employees about whether a document is a record. Generally, a

document is a record if it reflects a significant policy, procedure, decision or transaction. The individual making the judgment might

be the content creator or a manager. The argument can be made that only someone close to the content is in a position to judge its

importance. 

Given the increasing volume of information, however, and human error, the role of technology in records declaration is likely to

increase. "What if the employee simply forgets to declare the record or selects the wrong folder?" asks Jason R. Baron, director of

litigation at the National Archives and Records Administration.

Documents that should have been declared records-but were not-can accumulate rapidly, and can come back to haunt an

organization during e-discovery, in part because they may not be deleted. Similarly, a misclassified document may not have the

proper retention schedule applied. Over the next few years, Baron expects more sophisticated techniques to emerge for

automated declaration and classification of records that will help address those problems.
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Once the document has been declared a record, the role of content originators

becomes less ambiguous: Records should be managed centrally, as they are in

the Microsoft LCA, not by individual users. In that application, once the e-mail is

in a SharePoint folder, the retention rules are applied automatically. The

drawbacks of user-driven management may not come to light unless e-discovery

is mandated, but then the impact can be severe. In numerous cases, courts have

ruled against defendants whose organizations lacked reasonable policies for

records management.

Sanctions were imposed on the defendant in Jones vs. Brennan, for example,

when employees, including those involved in that discrimination case, were able

to delete e-mails. Similarly in Adams vs. Dell, individual employees were allowed

to determine which e-mails had long-term value and to decide what information

should be moved to a new computer. In that case, the court ruled that the

defendant had destroyed relevant evidence, and noted that many authoritative organizations have provided guidelines for

document retention and destruction, which should have been followed.

"Centralized management of records is more efficient and also removes the risk involved in possible conflict of interest when a

custodian is involved in a case," says Kon Leong, CEO of ZL Technologies. "Also, employees often are not legal experts, so they

are not qualified to make these decisions, and should not be expected to do so."

Leong points out that technology is now better able to support such management than it was five years ago, in terms of automated

classification that provides the ability to apply rules to very large amounts of data. The ZL Unified Archive automates records

declaration by using document metadata such as author or title, but can also perform content-based classification, and identify

patterns of text such as social security numbers. Records managers can manually augment or override the automated

classification, which allows human intervention when needed.

RM and social media

The emergence of burgeoning social media content will only make the problem of records management more complex. The

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), for example, an independent regulator for securities firms in the United States,

issued a notice in January related to records retention of social media content. FINRA's guidance states that a firm allowing

communication through social media sites "must first ensure that it can retain records of those communications as required by ...

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934." In its notice, FINRA indicated it is aware that technology is under development that is

intended to enable firms to capture and retain such records, but is not certain that adequate technology exists.

With all this additional content, much of it produced casually, formal policies may become more difficult to enforce. With

communication moving at the speed of Tweet, it is hardly realistic to expect employees to take the additional step to declare a

record. Therefore, automated capture and declaration are the only viable options, but many details remain to be worked out.

"Web 2.0 content is certainly becoming quite a challenge," says Baron. "Right now there is no perfect solution, but with the next

generation of solutions that can help automate the management of electronically stored information, records managers will have

another resource with which to tackle the problem.
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